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Delinquent Behavior: A Critique
By J. D. McGann, Coordinator C. P. Center
The article entitled "The Shook-Up Generation", which appeared in the
columns of this paper last week presented an interesting and facile report
on the subject of juvenile delinquency. This treatment of a prominent national concern could well stand on its own merit—as indeed it did—when
compared with other reports of a similar nature in newspapers and periodicals having a much larger critical public than the EMCOE. However, communion of thought does not necessarily insure such thought to be valid and
sufficient, or, for the matter, even reasonable. In fact, I would say that the
popular press has left a great deal to be desired in its treatment of youthful
delinquency.
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Pen & Rule to Meet
Sally Burkhardt, Program Chairman has planned a special meeting
for Tuesday, Jan. 27th in the SUB
conference room. —Cont. Col. 3

MILKY WAY

Where Eastern Students
Meet

Hallmark Cards, Cosmetics
Cameras and Film
Pens, Gifts, Candy
Jewelry, Stationery
6-Hr. Photo Finishing

MEDICAL CENTER
PHARMACY
Ray C. Steiner
Registered Pharmacist
Airport Road at Poly
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"The Leader of the
Band"

LEONARD B. SMITH
Programs for the winter concert
are at the printers now, Richard B.
Colwell, Director of Band, announced recently.
The concert, scheduled for Feb. 12
at 7:30 p.m., will be directed by
Leonard Smith, famed cornet soloist, conductor, and teacher. The
concert will culminate an all-day
cornet clinic conducted on campus
by Smith.
Pen & Rule (Continued)
The program will consist of a tape
recording entitled "The Mystery of
Money." This is the first in a series
of 17 tapes to be presented.

first at 29th

Gals! 10 New Colors and
Gambler Stripes!

Women's H Bar C

Ranch Pants
$18.75
Best for casual wear. And now in
10 new exciting colors. 100% virgin wool. Select yours in sizes
22-36. Vaughn's Sportswear.
STREET FLOOR

